
The birth of church 
archaeologv in London 
IN A RECENT article in London Archaeologist, it 
was stated that when Professor Grimes and "the 
Roman and Medieval London Excavation Coun- 
cil began their work at St Bride's church Fleet Street 
in 1952, a new chapter in the development of Medi- 
eval Archaeology opened"l. Although St Bride's may 
lay claim to be the first City parish church to have 
been subjected to an extensive research excavation, 
it is worth stressing that it was by no means the f irst 
London church to have attracted archaeological 
interest. The purpose of this article is to draw 
attention to two pioneering rescue archaeological 
projects which produced examples of worked stone 
drawings, crypt recording and photography over 
50 years before the St Bride's work began. The sites 
in question, St Dionis Backchurch and St Michael 
Bassishaw (Fig. I), were investigated during demo- 
lition in 1878 and 1900 respectively, and the work 
carried out there helped lay the foundations for 
the future development of church archaeology in 
the City. 

The destruction of London's churches 
The precise number of  ond don's medieval churches 
is not known. Writing in the late 12th century, 
William Fitzstephen stated that in London and the 
suburbs of Southwark and Westminster there were 
in addition to  St Paul's church and thirteen 
conventual churches, '136 lesser parochial onesyz. 
Three principal phases may be identified in course 
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Fig. I: plan of City showing sites of St Dionis Backchurch 
and St Michael Bassishaw in relation to line of town wall 
and other major medieval features. 
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of the subsequent reduction of that number: I) 
during the Great Fire of 1666; 2) from 1781 to 1939; 
3) during the Second World War 1939-45. 

Bv 166~. there were some IIO churches in the Citv. of 
w'hichbver 80 were damaged or destroyed i i  the 
Great Fire the following year. After a programme 
of rebuilding directed by Sir Christopher Wren 
which lasted until 1711, the total number of City 
churches stood at 74. From 1781 to 1939,26 of those 
churches were demolished after parishes had been 
united, and the sites sold. This action was a re- 
sponse to the growth of the London suburbs and 
a corresponding decline in the resident population 
of the City itself: new churches were being built 
away from the City to cater for the expanding 
suburban population. Plans had already been laid 
to demolish more churches before the London 
Blitz began, while "the evacuation at the beginning 
of the 1939-45 War hastened the process of the 
dispersion of Londoners: some never came back. 
The bombing damaged indiscriminately both the 
wanted and the unwanted churches-. After the 
War which saw 24 churches damaged or destroyed, 
the 'wanted' churches were rebuilt. The remains of 
the others were usually demolished, although in 
one case, that of St Mary Aldermanbury, the church 
was dismantled and reassembled in Fulton, Mis- 
souri, USA. Some 41 churches survived until April 
1993, when an IRA bomb in Bishopsgate destroyed 
the church of St Ethelburga. There have therefore 
been ample (if unwelcome) opportunities to record 
the remains of London's ancient parish churches 
during demolition: unfortunately these opportu- 
nities have rarely been taken. This article looks at 
some of the first tentative steps in the develop- 
ment of church archaeology, by discussing two of 
the earliest of such investigations, both of which 
took place during the second of the three main 
phases of the destruction of the City's parish 
churches. 

St Dionis Backchurch (Fi .2) 
St Dionis Backchurch (Guild E all Museum site no 
95) was located a t  the south-west corner of Lime 
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Street on the northern side of Fenchurch Street 
(see Fig. I). Since it was the only City church 
dedicated to St Dionis/St Denis, the patron saint 
of France, the dedication is believed to show the 
effect of French influence in England during the 
11th and 12th centuries4. The suffix 'Backchurch' 
could refer to the church's location, as it was set 
back from the street or, more likely, could com- 
memorate a founder or owner of the church, 
perhaps 'Godwin, a clerk surnamed Bac'i. The ear- 
liest surviving documentary record is in 1198 as 'St 
Dionisin Lime Streety6 but it could have been built 
as early as the 11th century, after the death of 
Edward the Confessor in 1066. John Stow, the 
16th-century historian, notes that there were two 
phases of rebuilding during the later medieval 
period and it can now be assumed when the 
church was rebuilt after the Great Fire of 1666, Sir 
Christopher Wren's design followed the basic 
ground-plan of the late medieval church with 
only minor modifications. In this case, as at St 
Michael Bassishaw (discussed below), Wren may 
have shortened the overall length of the church 
4. H. Harben A Dictionary of London (1918) 197. 
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Pig. a: plan of St Dionis Backchurch as rebuilt in the 
late17th century: i t  is now known that this plan closely 
mirrors that of the late medieval building. 

(presumably to take account of contemporary road- 
widening schemes), since the north wall of the 
rebuilt church was recorded as 79ft long (c aqm), 
which may be compared to information f rom a pre- 
Fire plan which shows the north wall as some 82ft 
long (c 25m). 

X g .  3: elevation of west wall of St Dionis showing medieval masonry below the 17th-century 
rebuild overlying Roman wall: drawn by H. Hodge. (Guildhall Library) 
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Fig. 4: medieval crypt below St Dionis: drawn by 
H. Hodge. (Guildhall Library) 

The church was demolished in 1878 and the parish 
u.as united with Allhallows Lombard Street. Prior 
to its destruction, a brief history of the church and 
.I description of the Wren building, its furniture 
~ n d  fittings was published by William Durant 
Cooper7 and a plan of the late 17th-century build- 
ing was drawn by W Niven in his book on demol- 
iqhed City churchess. 

\-ery little is known about the development of the 
medieval church. However, the Guildhall Library 
holds the drawings of Henry Hodge, who ob- 
wrved the demolition of the church in 1878. Hodge, 
\\-h0 was an associate member of the Royal Insti- 
tute of British Architects until 1874, produced 
numerous illustrations of London buildings and 
qites, including the 'archaeological' recording of the 
Camomile Street Roman bastion in 1876 and the 
remains of the Roman basilica and medieval hall 
on the Leadenhall Market site in 1881-29. He must 
have visited the site of St Dionis several times, since 
he produced sketch plans, a measured elevation of 
the west wall of the church at foundation level 
I Fig. 3), sectionsl~ and a three-dimensional represen- 
-. W. Cooper 'St Dionis Backchurch' Trans London Middlesex 
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Fig. 5: corbel from medieval crypt below St Dionis and 
reused architectural fragments: drawn by H. Hodge. 
(Guildhall Library) 

tation of a crypt, complete with corbels and ribs 
(Figs. 4 & S). He also produced a series of worked- 
stone drawings, representing medieval architec- 
tural fragments which had been reused in the core 
of the late 17th-century structure (Fig. 6): these are 
clearly annotated as "out of Sir C Wren's walls" or 
"fragments of medieval masonry discovered during 
the demolition of the church, 1878". These records 
have never been fully evaluated or published, but 
clearly merit detailed study. 

St Michael Bassishaw (Fig. 7 )  
This church (Guildhall Museum site no 13) was 
located on Basinghall Street to the north of Guild- 
hall (Fig. I) and was unique in that its parish was CO- 

terminus with an intra-mural ward, that of 
Bassishaw Ward". The church was one of seven in 
10. For example see op. cit. f n  9, plate z. 
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Fig. 6: medieval architectural fragments from the demolition rubble of St Dionis, drawn by H. Hodge. 
(Guildhall Library) 

the city with a dedication to st ~ i ~ h ~ ~ l ,  and the It  was during the demolition of the church in 1899- 
suffix is derived from its location, in the hawlhage that the first was 
(= enclosed area) of the Bassing family12. ~h~ earlib study the building's development. This was under- 
est surviving documentary reference to the church taken and F C the 
is to cst ~ i ~ . , ~ ~ l  de ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ h ~ ~ h ~ ~  in 1196'3 and it is London and Middlesex Archaeological Society, 
thought to have been founded in the 12th century. and the were published in the 
Stow records that it was rebuilt in the -th tio"s17. Although they found 'no certain traces' of 
and it was repaired and beautified in 163015. ~h~ the ~~th-century church, they were able to estab- 
church was burnt down in 1666 but subsequently lish the form of the later medieval building. This 
repaired. when its parish was united with that of was because Wren's rebuilding had used 'in most 
St Lawrence Jewry, the church was demolished in 
1900. Archaeological investigations were conducted 
on the site on two occasions, during the demoli- 
tion programme at the turn of the century, and 
also during the redevelopment of the site in the 
1960s'~. 
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17. F. Eeles 'Discoveries During the Demolition of the Church of Fig. 7: plan of St Michael Bassishaw as rebuilt in the late 
St Michael Bassishaw' Trans London Middlesex Archaeol Soc 17th century: excavation showed that this plan closely 
New Series, z no I (1910). mirrors that of the late medieval building. 
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places rather more than the foundations of the old 
shurcW8. Surviving courses of two different phases 
U-ere revealed, believed to be of the 13th and 15th 
centuries, and through these discoveries Welch 
and Eeles were able to demonstrate that the church 
plan appeared to have remained largely unchanged 
from the 13th century until 1676, when it was 
shortened by Wren. Unfortunately no plan seems 
to have been drawn up by the archaeologists, and 
so  the plan of the Wren church shown here as Fig. 
- is based on that drawn by J. Clayton in 1848-9. 
Drawings were however made of the foundations 
arches in the aisles of the church, which were also 
photographed (Figs. 8 &g), a novel departure which 
produced what appear to be the earliest surviving 
photos of the excavation of a London church and 
kome of the earliest photographic records of a City 
cucavation. These historic images do not appear to 
have been published and are here reproduced in 
print for what seems to be the first time. 

Conclusions 
Perhaps the most significant discovery resulting 
from the investigations at St Dionis and St Michael 
was the realisation of the extent to which the late 
medieval fabric of the buildings was used by Wren 
during his rebuilding programme after the Great 
Fire. The fact that Wren's foundations were di- 
rectly laid on top of earlier walls, often with little 
deviation from the plan of the pre-Fire building, 
means that the form of the late medieval church 
could be established the more easily. This sugges- 
tion was clearly confirmed by the work of Profes- 
sor Grimes on his church excavations in the 1950s 
and 60s19 and by all subsequent investigations in- 
cluding, most the recently, the work at St Vedastzo. 
18. Op. cit. f n  17,166. 
19. W. Grimes The Excavation of Roman & Mediaeval London 

(1968) 182-209. 

20. G. Milne & A. Reynolds 'St Vedast church rediscovered' 
London Arcbaeol7 no 3 (1993) 67-72. 

Fig. 8: excavations within St Michael's church,photographed in 1900: the floor has been removed to reveal 
arched medieval foundations supporting med~eval and late 17th-century walls. (Museum of London) 
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The early research was also able to show that, in 
addition to rebuilding the church to a similar plan 
to that of the Pre-Fire form, Wren also reused 
much of the building material from earlier build- 
ings: this is shown by the discovery of medieval 
worked stone fragments within the foundations 
and core of the late 17th-century walls at St Dionis. 
Again, later work has confirmed this as a wide- 
spread practice, and one that has clear implications 
for the management of the remaining Wren 
churches. 

Many of London's parish churches were destroyed 
without any form of archaeological investigation 
at alp. The records discussed here are therefore of 
especial importance, even though they are at best 
fragmentary by modern archaeological standards. 
The surprise is that subsequent research has all but 
ignored them, for this work has not been studied 
in detail and evaluated in the light of more recent 
21. N. Cohen Church Invest&ations in the City of London 1878-1968 

(1994) 14-18; unpublished report submitted in partial fulfil- 

discoveries. The records of the likes of Henry 
Hodge, Charles Welch and F C Eeles deserve more 
attention than they have received at present, if the 
study of London's parish churches is to make sen- 
sible progress. 
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Pig. 9: site of St Michael Bassishaw following demolition of church and clearance of site: medieval 
foundations supporting late 17th-century walls photographed in 1900. (Museum of London) 
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